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PREFACE

edk) ,ttOill,!1 education curriculum yaecialist? The answer

to this (iaestioh is not as simple as it might act.ear. A vocational

cdacation cLirriculum specialist is likely to work in many different

including, hut not limited to: instructor, department

riairperson, dean af vocational-technical education, vocational super-

sor, princpal, state or local director of vocational education, and

rricalum coordihator.

The specialist, is, perhaps, more identifiahle by his/her respon-

sibilities, which include, but are not limited to:

s planning, crganizing, actualizing, and controlling the work

of an eductional team performed to determine and achieve

objectives.

planning, organizing, and evaluating content and learning

processes into sequential activities that facilitate the

achievement of objectives.

diagnosing pr0sent and projected trairwig needs of business,

industry, educational institutions, and 'he learner.

knowing, comparing, and analyzing differen: theories of curric-

ulum development, management, and evaluation and adapting them

for use in vocational-technical education.

This teaching/learning module is part of a set of materials repre-

senting a comprehensive curriculum development projact dealing with the

training of vocational education curriculum specialists. The purpose

of this two-year project was 1) to design, develop, and evaluate an

advanced-level training program, with necessary instructional materials

based on identified vocational education curriculum specialist compe-

tencies, and 2) to create an installation guide to assist instructors

and administrators in the implementation process.

The curriculum presented here is, above all else, designed for

flexible installation. These materials are not meant to be used only

in the manner of an ordinary textbook. The materials can be used

effectively by both instructor and student in a variety of educa-

tional environments, including independent study, team teaching,

seminars, and workshops, as well as in more conventional classroom

settings.

Dr. James A. Dunn
Principal Investigator and

presently Director,
Developmental Systems Group
American Institutes for Research
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PART i

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Guidelines
This study guide has five major sections. Each section contains useful

information, suggestions, and/or activities that assist in the achievement

of the competencies of a Vocational Education Curriculum Specialist. Each

major section is briefly described below.

PART I: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PART I contains an Overview and Rationale, Educational Goals and Performance

Objectives, Recommended Learning Materials, and Suggested Reference

Materials. This section will help the user answer the following questions:

How is the module organized?

What is the educational purpose of the module?

What specifically should the user learn from this module?

What are the.specific competencies emphasized in this module?

What learning materials are necessary?

What related reference materials would be helpful?

PART CONIE::T AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Part II contains the content outline arranged by goals. The outline is a

synthesis of information from many sources related to the major topics

(goals and objectives) of the module. Study activities for each goal and

its corresponding objectives collov: each section of the content outline,

allowing students to complete the exercises related to Goal 1 before going

on to Goal 2.

PART III: GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

The "ktivities-Resources" column in the content outline contains refer-

ences to classroom or group activities and discussion questions related to

specific content in the outline. These activities and discussion questions



are located in PART III and optional use of either the instructor

or the student. Both tf,s' cldL,_ activities and discussion questions are

accompanied by suggesteC on or use as he4ful examples only--they

do not represent conclush Ilswers to the problems and issues addressed.

Also contained in the "Activli L:',--Resources" column are the reference

numbers of the resources used to develop the content outline. These

reference numbers correspond to the numbers of the Suggested Reference

Materials in PART I.

PART IV: STUDENT SELF-CHECK

PART IV contains questions directly related to the goals and objectives of

the module. The self-check may be used as a pre-test or as a post-test,

or as a periodic self-check for students in determining their own progress

throughout the module.

FART V: APPENDICES

Appendix A contains responses to the Study Activities from FART II, and

Appendix B contains responses to the Student Self-Check. The responses

provide immediate feedback to the user and allow the moc:ule to be used

more effectively for individualized study. They have been included in the

last part of the module as appendices to facilitate their removal should

the user wish to use them at a later time rather than concurrently with

the rest of the module.

Approximately 30 hours of out-of-class study will be necessary to com7,1ete

this module.

Overview and Rationale
Module 10 is designed to give tLe student insight into the fiscal

management of vocational education programs. Fiscal management is

a broad area; any discussion of it must consider such topics as account-

ability, state plans, management systems, and fiscal funding :.hrough

proposals.

12
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GOAL 10.4: PREPARE THE COMPONENTS OF A PROPOSAL REQUESTING FUNDING

OF A PROGRAM OR PROJECT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Objective 10.41 Prepare a statement of need.

Objective 10._42 Prepare objectives that describe the

outcomes of the program.

Objective 10.43 Prepare a description of the topics to

be covered in the program.

Objective 10.44 Describe how to prepare a plan for eval-

uatinq the success of the program.

Objective 10.45 Describe how to prepare a plan for the

diffusion of the program.

0.*.c.tiye .1_0246 Prepare a description of the required

personnel and facilities.

Objective 10.47 Describe 'he three steps for preparing

a description of the required budget.

I o

-6-
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PART II
CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Goal 10.1

Content Outline Activities-Resources

/77

/2222///222227/2//72722272222727/W1
Goal 10.1: Des.cribe the Concept of

i.OAccountability in Education.

A. Definition of Accountability

There are many interpretations of the concept of

accountability as it relates to education. For the

purpose of this discussion, accountability will mean

a systematic procedure for:

I. determining student learning needs;

2. determining the effectiveness of the education

process in meeting these needs (How well do we

meet these needs?);

3. determining the efficiency of the educational

process in meeting these needs (Can we spend

less money or time?) (5).

Fiscal management is as important in vocational ed-

ucation programs as it is in business and industry.

Cost effectiveness should be part of every planning

and management decision.

B. Components of an Accountability System

In order to have an accountability system, several

components must be present. These components in-

clude:

-9-

19

(5) Dictionary of
Education.



Content Outline (continued)

I. learning goals and behavioral objectives;

2. criterion-referenced tests;

3. monitoring system to gather data on the success

and failures of students; and

4. accurate cost data.

a. Learning goals and objectives: The learn-

ing goals and objectives describe to every-

one--school administrators, students, par-

ents, and/or course teachers--what will be

achieved by the end of the specified time

period. They serve as the basis of the ac-

countability system by providing the frame-

work for.the teacher selecting instructiondl

content. They also allow the community and

the public in general to take responsibili

for determining course content.

b. Criterion-referenced tests: These tests

serve as the measurement tool in an account-

ability system. Without test items, no one

would know if the goals and objectives had

been achieved.

In vocational education, testing should be

relatively easy. If a specific program;

such as clerk-typist training, is broken

down into tasks and the skills needed to

accomplish those tasks (such minimum employ

ment standards have been established by

business and industry), and if the teaching

is organized so that the skills are learned

in a logical sequence, testing becomes

merely a matter of determining how far the

student has progressed.* 20

-.10-

* See Discussion
Questions A and B
in Part III.



Content Outline (continued)

Monitorin_g system to gather data on the

success and failure of students: A moni-

toring system should be built into an ac-

cuuntability system so that the teacher

and/or administrators cap check, at any

point, the degree to which students have

reached the goals and objectives. This as-

sessment is a kind of balance sheet; it

shows how much has been done, what remains

to be done, and how effectively each compo-

nent in the program is working.

d. Accurate cost data: A complete, updated,

and accurate record of costs is needed to

allow administrators to analyze, compare,

and defend the value and cost of all pro-

grams. Ideally, this cost data will be

kept up to date 3o that the community as

well as the administrator can, at any

time, tell exactly how much money is going

where.

C. How to Implement an Accountability System

I. The first step in setting up an accountability

system is to identify program goals. For

example, the general goal of a system of voca-

tional education may be to provide entry-level

training in a specific occupation through the

use of individualized instructional methods.

This is a broad goal--too broad for the class-

room. As such, it would apply to the school as

a whole.

2. The second step is to develop more explicit

goals at the classroom and course levels. For

-11-
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Content Out!ine (continued)

instance, one course goal might be to provide

training for clerk-typists. If placement is

part of the goal, there must be a reasonable

expectation of job openings. Job opportunities

can be checked by conducting an employment sur-

vey of the area. This is where community co-

operation comes in. Area or regional business

associations should be helpful in estimating

and projecting employment needs. Information

is also available through cooperating agencies

such as state employment departments.

Since job placement is affected by contingen-

cies beyond the school's control, it is not

usually included in the accountability system.

Traditionally, however it Ha been ;ncluded

in the accountability system for vocational

education. Another evaluation criterion for a

successful program should be whether or not

the appropriate objectives have been selected.

After all, is the taxpayers' money well spent

if the school trains students to perform jobs

that do not exist?*

3. The third step is to determine the exact skills

and knowledge the course should teach. This

means analyzing the job as a series of tasks

to be performed and then determining the skills

needed to perform those tasks (2). Again, the

business/industry community should be involved

in the decision-making process. Only through

close cooperation with the business/industry

community can the teacher and curriculum spe-

2 2

-12-

* See Discussion
Question C in
Part III.

(2) "Accountabil-
ity Means Pro-.
duct: Are We
on the Right
Track?"



Content Outline (continued)

cialist decide which skills and knowledge are

important and should be taught. If wrong or

outmodcd skills are taught, students will not

be prepared to enter the job, and they, as

well as the community will have been let down.

Teachers and curriculum specialists who develop

their objectives independently should verify

the relevancy of the objectives to the job

tasks with someone who currently performs or

supervises the job. It is important to re-

member that this is one of the major roles of

the vocational curriculum specialist--to act as

a bridge between the business/industry commu-

nity and the classroom teacher.

4. The fourth step is to develop the criterion-

referenced test that will be used to measure

the degree to which students have achieved the

objectives. At least one test item for each

objective is preferable but not always required

5. The fifth step is to develop the curriculum

that will help the students achieve the ob-

jectives and pass the tests.

6. The sixth step is to develop a monitoring sys-

tem to keep track of student progress. This

system should be as uncomplicated as possible.

It can, for example, be simply a list of test

items that students check off as each is

passed. If the course has been taught pre-

viously, a time chart comparing the progress

of each current student with the average pro-

gress of previous students might be useful.

2 3

-13-



Content Outline (continued)

7 The seventh step in implementing an accounta-

bility system is to maintain a record of ex-

penses. This record should be up to date and

accurate so that interested parties can, at

any time, determine the cost of a given cou.-se.

Because of the compartmentalized nature of

school budgets, it is virtually impossible to

t-,sign costs on an individual class basis.

iiwever, the more cost details that can be pro-

vided, ,the easier it is to estimate program

costs.*

D. Evaluating the Program--the Finll Step in an

Accountability System

1 Evaluating the results of the teaching effort

is, of course, essential to fulfilling the

concept of accountability. There are two

phases in such evaluation: the first is the

immediate evaluation, which is concerned with

the following qaestions: (7)

a. Have students achieved the objectives?

b. Has the teaching process been as efficient

as possible?

c. Did we teach the correct objectives?

(Can students use the skills and knowledge

we have taught in a real-world situation?)

d. Have we increased student interest in the

subject taught?

These are the most important questions to ask

when evaluating teaching efforts. They are the

points over which teachers and schools have

direct influence and responsibility.

-14-
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See Discussion
Question D in
Part III.

(7) "Accountabil-
ity: A Rational
Approach to
Education."



Content Outline (continued)

2. The second phase in evaluating teaching efforts

follows the first and is usually thought of as

a follow-up or exit evaluation. The important

questions include:

a. Is the course respcAing to manpower needs?

b Can graduates of tt-r. .'rogram be placed in

jobs commensur, 'e with their trlining and

their expectations?

c. Do graduates of the program feel the course

was relevant?

d. What are the graduates' salaries when they

begin work and after six months or a year

on the job in comparison with general

education graduates?

e. Were students overtrained? If yes, what

was the cost of that overtraining?*

-15-

* See Discussion
Questions E and F

and Classroom
Activity 1 in

Part III.



E. study Acy: vities

Definition of Accountabili_ty

There are many interpretations of the concept of accountability in edu-

cation. For the purpose of this module, accountability means a system-

atic procedure for determining:

a. student learning needs,

b. the effectiveness of the educational process tc meet these needs,

and

c. the eff:ciency of the educational process to meet these needs.

The Dictionary of Education defines accountability under three entries.

ACCOUNTABILITY: (Admin.) liability for results which have
been obtained through the responsible exercise of delegated
authority.

ACCOUNTABILITY, EDUCATIONAL: the theory that teachers and
school systems may be held responsible for actual improve-
ment in pupil achievement and that such improvement is
measurable through tests of teacher effectiveness constructed
by outside agencies.

ACCOUNTABILITY, PUPIL: the responsibility for carrying out an
obligation or trust to each pupil appropriately assigned to a
specific school or a school district.

la. Define the concept of accountability in educaticn.

b. Describe the role of the following in the accountability process. Try

to determine the role of the vocational curriculum specialist in your

particular situation.

a. the teacher

b. the administration

c. the student

d. the vocational curs ,ilum specialist

2 6
-16-
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Goal 10.2
=11mr.--,..

Content Outline Activities-Resources

/222227727/27/7.4447/77//'.//777////
Goal 10.2: Discuss FisLJ1 Planning

and Management Systems. /
A. Planning and Management Systems

For years public school administrators have sup-

plied cost information such as the cost of trans-

portation per pupil, per bus, and/or route. They

have also been quick to point out the costs of

maintaining the physical facilities of a school,

of feedina a child, and of conducting athletic

programs. However, few school administrators can

state the costs of raising a child's reading or

mathematical skills from one level to a higher one;

neither can they tell the taxpaying public how the

achievement of a marketable skill relates to its

costs.

Given this background, school administrators have

become more cognizant of the need for management

concepts that effectively communicate to the public

the cost and benefits of the output of educational

institutions. They need management techniques that

will improve decision making, planning, and fore-

c ;rig (3).

section briefly describes the following

management systems:

-19-
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Content Outline (continued)

1. Systems analysis;

2. Management by objectives;

3. PERT; and

4. PPBS.

B. Systems Analysis

1. E. S. Quade provides the following definition

of systems analysis:

"Systems analysis might be defined as an in-

quiry to aid a decision maker choose a course

of action by systematically investigating his

proper objectives, comparing quantitatively

where possible, the costs, effi-.tiveness, and

risks associated with alternative policies or

strategies for achieving them, and formulating

additional alternatives if those examined are

found wanting. Systems analysis represents an

approach to, or way of looking at, complex

problems of choice under uncertainty, such as

those associated with national security. In

such problems, objectives are usually multiple,

and possibly conflicting, and analysis designed

to assist the decision maker must necessarily

involve a large element of judgment" (10).

2. The salient features of systems analysis are:

a. clear delineation of long- and

range objectives capable of being trans-

lated into operationally meaningful activ-

ities and subsequent evaluation;

2 9
-20-
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Content Outline (continued)

b. recognition of the dynamic nature of goals

and ability to sense when new ones have

emerged or when a reordering of priorities

among existing objectives is imperative;

c. utilization of quantitatively oriented

tools and procedures in analysis of sys-

tems; and

d. dedication of a high priority for planning

and programming activities in the time

schedule of top echelon administrators ( )

3. Systems analysis is a useful tool when you

know the specific outcome you want to achieve

but are not sure what resources, people, and

events should be used. It is also useful if

you have to determine the costs of activities

or programs, although it is not a cost-

reporting system in itself.

C. Management by. Objectives

1 Management by objectives (MBO) is a process

oriented toward the accomplishment of a prede-

termined objective at some point in the future.

The emphasis is upon where the organization is

going, what is to be accomplished, how the ob-

jectives are to be accomplished, (that is,

what are alternative ways of achieving a prede-

termined objective), what resources and activ-

ities are to be generated in the environment

in which accomplishment is to occur, and how

30
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Content Outline (continued)

well.the actual performance conforms to the

desired level of performance with explicit ad-

herence to pre-specified target dates (3).

Management by objectives is used extensively

by business. It is often referred to as manage

ment by results and goal management.

2. One characteristic of MBO is that it encourages

the integration of many different levels of

individuals. They all cooperate to achieve a

particular objective that is agreed upon by

the organization.

3 MBO is a particularly good method if motivation

is a problem. Participants, once they have

agreed upon the value of the objective, are

usually enthusiastic in helping to achieve the

objective.

D. PERT

1. PERT is a diagrammatic planning technique for

scheduling complex and numerous events in a way

that shows interrelationships and dependencies.

PERT attempts to help planners reduce the lag

between estimated project completion time and

actual completion time. It is used primarily

for management project functions: planning,

scheduling, controlling, and.evaluating events

and activities (9).

3 1

( )

(9)

Management Sys-
tems for Voca-
tional and
Technical Edu-
cation, p. 5.

CPM/PERT: A

Diagrammati-E
Scheduling
Procedure,
p. 13.



Content Outline (continued)

The purpose of a PERT system is: to evaluate

the progress made in the attainment of project

goals; to focus attention on potential and

actual problems in projects; to provide manage-

ment with frequent and accurate status reports

to predict the liKulihood of reaching project

objectives; and to determine the shortest time

in which a project could be completed (4).

(4) Introduction
to PERT, p. 2.

E. PPBS

Planning, Programming, Budgeting Systems commanded

a lot of attention when it first appeared. Unfor-

tunately, the PPBS concept was quickly distorted by

claims and misinformation. As a consequence, many
* See Discussion

people couldn't decide what PPBS was and what it Question G in

was supposed to do.* Part III.

1. History of PPBS

The PPBS concept was developed for government

agencies by the RAND Corporation in the 1950s.

The concept is basically that of integrating

several familiar planning, budgeting, and

evaluation processes into a systematic whole.

The first application of this system was the

reorganization of the Department of Defense

under Robert McNamara in 1961. This applicatir

was so successful that by 1965, President Johnl

son directed all major federal departments and

agencies to implement a PPB system.

3 2
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3

An ,xample of a PERT schedule

(A) (8)

Job Grade

oroonlatIonr\ beams, A
10

33

2 days

8
(C)

Second-floor

columns

8 days

Excavate and

backfill, B

(G)

First-floor slab, A

a

5 days

A

2 daya

(1)

Roof column

and frame

22

0
(0)

Flrst-floor
scouatloel
suspenelon

a

a

\A

2S)

from Marks, Morton E.; Taylor, H. Lyndon; Schoen, Gary W.; and

Susbauer, Jeffrey C. CPM/PERT: A Diagrammatic Scheduling Procedure,

Austin, Texas: The University of Texas, 1966.

The circles represent completed events. The lines represent activities,
with time for

their completion specified. Connecting lines represent interdependencies.
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Content Outline (continued)

Since then, PPBS has been used by state and

local governments in many areas, including the

administration and management of such public

services as libraries and educational institu-

tions (3).

2. Why Schools Have Accepted PPBS

In the past, the management of public school

districts has been divided: the business offil

has been responsible for accounting and analysi

the instructional division has been responsible

for developing objectives and curriculum; and

the school board has been responsible for over-

all district policies. For general operating

purposes, these divisions are quite useful.

But in budgeting and planning, these divisions

have too frequently worked at cross-purposes,

or in ignorance of each other, with a resulting

great lack of efficiency.

The function of PPBS is to tie these separate

elements and their activities into a compre-

hensive management system for the purposes of:

a. planning and organizing school curriculum

and supportive activities most effectively;

b. evaluating school activities in terms of

student achievement; and

c. systematically budgeting *for each activity,

at least partly on the basis of objectives,

cost, and effectiveness.

3 5
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Content Outline (continued)

3 Key Feature of PPBS

The key feature of a PPB system is its emphasis

on the organization of all school activities

into programs. A program is a category con- (3)

sisting of either a major area of study, such

as mathematics or home economics, or a part of

the educational support system, such as trans-

portation or food services (3).

When resources are allocated directly to pro-

grams, the cost of each program can be easily

determined and related to the program's purpose

and importance.

And by establishing appropriate performance

criteria, a program can be evaluated as to

whether it is effectively serving its purpose

or whether a new or revised program should be

planned.

To summarize, PPBS provides the structure nec-

essary for identifying where money is being

spent, and, conversely, for revealing the cost

of reaching program objectives and goals. Fur-

thermore, with its emphasis on program analysis

and evaluation, it provides a sound basis for

decisions regarding curriculum revisions.

3

-26-
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Content Outline (continued)

4. How PPBS Works

Naturally, PPBS does not operate by itself. An

operational PPBS needs the cooperation and in-

volvement of the entire school and district

staff.

a. First, teachers specify learning objectives

and plan new programs using evaluation data

from past programs.

b. Administrators organize all program infor-

mation into a useful district-wide struc-

ture, and project the costs of every pro-

gram and proposal.

c. The school or district management team

formulates a plan encompassing all district

programs that can be implemented through

the budget; the plan is based in part on

the analysis of program objectives, costs,

and .effectiveness (3).*

5. PPBS Documents

A PPB system requires that information be or-

ganizEd i.to several convenient documents. The

number and scope of these documents can vary

somewhat depending on the particular needs of

the school system. Generally, however, there

are four major documents:

a. Program Structure: The first document is

called the program structure. The program

structure organizes all school programs in-

to categories and levels based on program

purpose and scope. For instance, instruc-

tional programs, instructional support,

pupil services, general support, and

37
-27-
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Content Outline (continued)

community services are usually the first

level divisions for all district programs.

Goals are developed for all of these cate-

gories (3).

In the next level, instructional programs,

for example, are usAially divided into

general education, special programs, voca-

tional education, continuing education, and

summer school. Appropriate goals are also

developed for these categories.

Next, for example, general education is

divided into preformal, elementary, sec-

ondary, and adult programs, each with its

own set of goals.

Elementary, secondary, and adult programs

are further divided into curriculum depart-

ment subjects such as drama, English, and

mechanical drawing. At this level, objec-

tives are specified for each department.

And the final level divides each department

into specific classes or courses.

complete program structure provides a

framework for reporting to the state board

and others information about what district

programs are supposed to accomplish.

(3) Management Sys-
tems for Voca-
tional and
Technical Edu-
cation, pp. 29-34.



Content Outline (continued)

But this information about the projected

accomplishments of all district activities

would be useless without some sort of nval-

uation criteria. And this is the purps.e

of the second document.

b Program Report: The program report provide

feedback to school and district management

on the successes and failures of each pro-

gram. Each report covers an entire ongoiny

program, and includes:

(1) the criteria and methods used to eval-

uate the program;

(2) any variations between estimated and

actual student performance;

(3) general and specific progress of the

program; and

(4) problem areas and any other pertinent

material th,:lt may eventually be used

to assess the achievement of educa-

tional and fscal objectives.

Usually, districts implementing PPBS appoint

an individual to collect and analyze eval-

tion data at planned, periodic intervals,

and to coordinate all district evaluation

activities.

Program Description: The third document

PPBS uses is called the program description

This summation is a major analysis of each

program. It lists program choices or op-

tions and their implications (3).

39
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Content Outline (continued)

Basically, a program description is a com-

prehensive statement of program content. It

describes:

(1) the activi-nes to Le performed;

(2) the time in which they are to

be accomp7ished:

(3) the resou Ls assigned;

(4) the objective the program is designe

to achieve;

(5) the resources assigned;

(6) the schedule of activities to be per-

formed;

(7) the criteria that will be used to mea-

sure the students' achievement of the

objectives; and

(8) the responsibilities assigned to the

teacher or department head.

el

The fourth and final document is prepared b

central district staff.

d. Multi-Year Program and Financial Plan: The

multi-year program and financial plan (MPFP

is a summary of the critical budgeting and

planning from all other PPBS documents. It

includes the following:

(1) all major program decisions and their

implications for future planning;

(2) program objectives and evaluation cri-

teria; and

(3) estimated funding requirements for

each program for the first year and

four subsequent years.

-30-
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Content Outline (continued)

The MPFP has several purposes:

(1) It summarizes program decisions and

allows an overall examination of pro-

gram costs and benefits.

(2) After approval and possible revision

by district board members, the MPFP

becomes the basis for program imple-

mentation.

(3) It shows where the various school pro-

grams are going, and how they are

going to get there.

(4) It serves as the basis for future bud-

get documents, because it enables a

comparison between cost and effective-

ness actualized for any given program.

(5) ft is an excellent vehicle for inform-

ing the community and state legislatur

of the uses of tax money, and what is

to be accomplished with that money.

6. Suwary

Obviously, a PPB system cannot answer every

question one may ask. PPBS is an information

gathering device that the administrator uses

for more effective decision making. PPBS does

not make decisions; it does, however, provide

facts, comparisons, etc. upon which to make

docisions. It does not address itself to the

problem of work efficiency, personnel selection .

or administrative procedures.

41



Content Outline (continued)

There are many advantagLs to the PPB system:

a. PPBS encourages a conscious process of

choice in planning, supported by a factual

base.

b. Implicit in the system is a continuing

review and analysis of all school programs

and activities.

c. The system makes long-range educational

planning routine. Multi-year analysis pro-

vides a comprehensive projection of program

costs.

d. It makes more and better information avail-

able.

e. It can significantly aid in deteemining

priorities for scarce resources.

f. It can link program evaluation to future

planning.

g. PPBS promotes community-school relations by

effectively informing the public of program

decisions, accomplishments, and priorities.

42
-32-
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F. Study Activities

Based on your reading of the content outZine and any additionaZ references

as suggested, complete the following activities.

1. Read the recommended text Planning and Management Systems for Stat3

Programs of Vocational and Technical Education. This pamphlet will

give you a general background on the various management systems. Then

complete the following questions for each of the four management

systeips: systems analysis, management by objectives, PERT, and PPBS.

a. What dre the characteristics of this system?

b. When should this system be used?

4 3
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Goal 1 0.3

Content Outline Activities-Resources

Goal 10.3: Describe the Basic
Characteristics of the State Plan for
Vocational Education in the State in
Which You Reside.

A. Overview of State Plans

Each state is required to publish a state plan for

vocational education. You are to acquire the state

plan for your state, study it, and answer the ques-

tions in this Study Guide. Because each state

plan varies slightly, this discussion will point

out the general categories of state plans rather

than describe any state plan in detail.

1. The goal of state plans is to predict voca-

tional education needs and suggest methods

for fully meeting the requirements of the

state's economy and the welfare of the resi-

dents. To accomplish these ends, the plans

usually include:

a. a review of the present status of voca-

tional education;

b. a projection of future needs for and in

vocational education;

c. an evaluation of the manner in which the

existing program is meeting current needs;

and

d. recommendations for future development of

vocational education (1).

44
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Content Outline (continued)

The purpose of the state plan is to provide the

policies, procedures, and other information

necessary for the effective planning, adminis-

tration, and operation of the federally aided

vocational education programs throughout the

state in compliance with existing state and

federal statutes and regulations. A state

plan includes the administrative provisions

that will apply in the expenditure and use of

federal funds made available under the provi-

sions of the Vocational Education Amendments of

1968 (P.L. 90-576). State plans are prepared

in accordance with instructions from the U.S.

Commissioner of Education (1).

2 Ns you read the state plan for your state, re-

fer to the questions in this guide so that

you will know the information you should be

looking for. State )1ans are legal documents

and, as such, they can be a little difficult

to read.

(1) California
State Plan for
Vocational
Education.



B. Study Activities

Based on your reading of the content outline and any additional references

(V3 suggestd, complte t:;1,2 following w:.!ti,viieo.

1. Read the state plan for vocational education for the state in which

you reside. As you read it, answer the following questions.

a. Who has custody of federal funds provided for vocational education

programs?

b. How frequently are the accounts of the state board audited? (Check

more than one if appropriate.)

a. annually

b. semi-annually

c. every two years

d. as often as deemed necessary by the Director of rinance

c. How frequently are the fiscal records of local agencies audited?

a. semi-annually

h. annually

c. every two years

d. Describe the percentage requirements for federal funds made

available to your state for the following groups.

a. disadvantaged persons

b. handicapped persons

c. postsecondary persons

e. List the characteristics used to identify "disadvantaged" persons.

f. List the characteristics used to identify "handicapped" persons.

g. List the two main priorities your state uses to allocate funds to

local agencies

h. List the instructional areas of vocational education recognized

by your state.

4 6
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Goal 10.4

Content Outline Activities-Resources

Goal 10.4: Prepare the Components of a
Proposal Requesting Funding of a Program
or Project in Vocational Education.

A. Rationale for Studying proposal Writing

Applying for a grant or contract is often viewed

as a formidable task. Numerous forms, red tape,

applications, and long waiting periods often dis-

courage people from requesting funding for worth-

while projects.

Nevertheless, the competition for available funds

increases each year. The number of grants, granti

agencies, and actual funds, however, also increase

each year. More and more federal agencies, privat

foundations, industries, professional organization

and puolic and private agencies offer funds for

wortnwh,le projects (6).

So, it ,ccomes the responsibility of vocational

(..urriculum specialists to learn how to apply suc-

cessfL" for these funds.

61

L. IA, Write Proposals

There is no special mystique about proposal writinad

Anyone with a good, well-thought-out idea and

average writing skills can successfully write a pr.

posal.

47
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Conteni Outline (continued)

The preparation of a proposal follows some well-

established steps, beginning with a discussion of

the project idea.

1. Selectinl an Idea for a Proposal.: The first

step is to decide upon the topic or program

that is most likely to be accepted. For this,

you may choose to answer a request for a pro-

posal (RFP) rather than submit an unsolicited

one. An unsolicited proposal has less chance

of being accepted because you have no assurance

that the agency is interested in the topic.

2. Developing the idea: The next step is to de-

scribe the idea to show its importance and

value to the funding agency, the target popu-

lation, or society in general. Tb do this, you

must demonstrate that there is a need and that

your project will answer that need.

3. Selectina the Funding Source: If you are not

responding to a request for proposal, you will

have to locate the most appropriate funding

source. To do this, find out from what sources

funds have come for projects similar to yours.

Also, review some of the publications that

specialize in reporting grants. Such publica-

tions include:

Catalog o f Pcdorrzi bortic:; t /1(N:it; tanoe . Super-

iiltendent of Documents, U.S. Government Print-

ing Office', Washington, D.C. 20402.

-40-



Content Outline (continued)

CaLog of REW Assistance Providing Financial

Support and Service to States, Communities, Or-

ganizations, and Individuals (1969). Superin-

tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

College and University Reporter. Commerce

Clearing House, Inc., 4025 West Peterson Ave.,

Chicago, Illinois 60646.

Federal Aid Service. Subscription Department,

Croft Education Services, Inc., 100 Garfield,

New London, Conn. 06320.

Federal Aids to Local Government. Federa: Aid

Service, National League of Cities, U.S. Con-

ference of Mayors, 1612 K St. N.W., Washington,

0,C. 20006.

Manpower Information Service. Bureau of Nation

Affairs, Inc., 1231 25th. St. N.W., Washington,

D.C. 20037.

Urban Affaira Reports. Commerce Clearing House

Inc., 4025 West Peterson Ave., Chicago, Illinoi

60646 (6).

You should contact severdl funding .1cies to

learn which ones might be interested ill your

project. Hopefully one or two agencies will

encourage you to sutimit a proposal foy treir

review. Then, you are ready for the

1

(6) Developing
Skills in

L)Y2MP5_._ai
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Content Outline (continued)

4 Writing the Proposal: A well-written proposal

takes time and thought. Do not expect to dash

off a proposal in an evening. You should write

a draft, give it to several people to review,

rewrite the proposal, give it to different

people to review, and then write the final copy.

The reactions of those who review the proposal

are very important in all stages of its develop

ment.

Although many agencies will tell you what in-

formation they want included in the proposal,

there are standard components that should be

included in all proposals. These include the

following:

a. title page,

b. abstract,

c. statement of need,

d. objectives,

e. procedures to be followed,

f. evaluation to be conducted,

g. dissemination procedure,

h. required personnel and facilities, and

i. requiPed budget (6).

5. Studying the Agency Notification: After the

agency has read your proposal, you will receive

a notice regarding their decision to provide

funding. Regardless of the outcome, you should

carefully study the reasons for their decision.

In that way, your next proposal has an even

better chance of being successful.*

-42-
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C. Study Activites

Based on your reading of the content outline and any additional references

as suggested, complete the following activities.

1. Read Part I, and Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of Developing Skills in Proposal

Writina by Mary Hall. Then answer the following questions.

a. List and describe the suggested sections of a proposal abstract.

b. Think of a project that might be the subject of a proposal, or one

that has recently been funded. Write a statement of need for the

project as though it were part of a proposal.

2. Read Chapters 7 and 8 in Developing Skills in Proposal Writina. Then

answer the following questions.

a. Describe the following terms as they are used in Developing Skills

in Proposal Writing:

a. Operational products

b. Instructional processes

c. Management processes

b. Using the same project that you selected in the exercise for

Activity 1, write objectives for each of the following categories

as described in Developing. Skills in Proposal Writing:

a. Operational objectives

b. Instructional objectives

c. Managemeht objectives

c. Briefly describe the content of each of the following components

of a proposal as described in Developing Skills in Proposal Writing:

a. Design

b. Participant selection

c. Participant role

d. Timing

e. Administration

f. Products/outcomes 51
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d. Using the same project that you used for Item b of this exercise,

briefly list the topics you would include in the following areas of

a proposal:

a. Design

b. Participant selection

c. Participant role

d. Timing

e. Administration

f. Products/outcomes

3. Read Chapters 9 and 10 in Developing Skills in Proposal Writing. Then

answer the following questions.

a. Describe the purpose and procedures of the two evaluation phases.

a. Context phase

b. Program phase

b. Using the same project that you used in Activity 2, complete

Attachment 1 on pages 133 and 134 in Developing Skills in Proposal

Writing.. You may prefer to copy the forms, and write on your

copies ratL than on the originals in the book.

c. List at least seven of the ten means that can be used for diffusion,

as given in Developing Skills in Proposal Writing..

4. Read Chapters 11, 12, and 13 in Devoi Proposal Writina Skills.

Then answer the following questions.

a. List the information that is usually included in the section of the

proposal entitled "Personnel and Facilities."

b. Briefly describe the purpose and procedures of the three steps

discussed in "Developing the Budget" section of a proposal.

Step One: Determine the Ground Rules.

Step Two: Identify Total Costs of Program.

Step Three: Prepare the Final Budget Document.

5 2
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c. Why is it important to request copies of the reviewers' comments

after a proposal has been accepted or rejected?

Wrapup Activity

NOTE: To meet the basic requirements of this module, select one of the

following activities and complete it as directed. If you wish to earn

additional credit beyond the basic requiiements, you may choose a second

activity to complete. Consult with your instructor First if you wish

additional credit.

1. Select a subject that you think would be a good project for you, your

school, your school district, or an organization you could work with.

Develop a proposal requesting funding for one year with renewal oppor-

tunities. Include all the phases and steps mentioned in Developing

Skills in Proposal Writing by Mary Hall.

To complete this activity, you will need to select or request the

necessary forms from the appropriate agencies. Your project may

suggest that state agencies be used; however, do not overlook possible

private, nonprofit companies and federal agencies. Your instructor

will help you identify the appropriate agency for your particular pro-

ject and will help you acquire the necessary forms.

The purpose of this activity is to give you an opportunity to discover

some of the difficulties of proposal writing. You are to locate all

necessary costs, develop a list of resumes, and so on. Because this

could be an enormous task, be sure to select a topic that,is not too

large or involved. Keep the number of individuals who are to take

part in the project as small as possible.

In addition to the forms that must be completed, be sure to do the

following:

a. Prepare a statement of need.

b. Prepare objectives that describe the outcomes of the program.

-45-



c. Prepare a description of the procedures to be followed.

d. Prepare a plan for evaluating the success of the program.

e. Prepare a plan for the diffusion of the program.

f. Prepare a description of the required personnel and facilities.

g. Describe the budget requirements.

2. Select one of the following management systems: systems analysis,

management by objectives, or PERT. Research the system until you

have located a resource for each of the following categories:

a. a description of the system,

b. an example of the application of the system, and

c. an evaluation of the system.

Write a paper that includes the following topics.

a. a description of the basic characteristics;

b. a description of the necessary components of the system;

c. the advantages and disadvantages of the system;

d. the appropriateness of the system for vocational education;

e. the degree to which it would be difficult (or easy) to

implement the system at a state, district, and local level;

f. your suggestions for adapting, revising, and implementing the

system;

g. a bibliography of your research on the system.

An excellent starting point for your research is the bibliography

in the publication Management Systems for Vocational and Technical

Education, Information Series No. 51, VT 013 928 (Columbus, Ohio:

ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education, 1971).
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PART III

GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Classroom Activities

NOTE: The following activities are designed for use in the classroom to

stimulate discussion on specific topics covered in this module. The

activities are designed to be used following student self-study; however,

devnding on the background and abilities of students, these activ-

ities may not require previous study. All classroom activities are

keyed to the content outline to indlcate an appropriate point at

which they might be presented.

1 "Accountability could lead to preoccupation with educational goals

that are observable and measurable. The ability to choose wisely,

make critical judgments, and think independently cannot always be

measured but is no less important than the ability to perform tech-

nical skills. To assume responsibility for immeasurable learning

entails a certain amount of risk, but it also implies an open view

of education, whereas accountability, though safer, lends itself to

conformit; 3nd a mechanistic approach."

Divide the class into two groups and conduct a debate on the points

brought up by this statement. Give each group a few minutes to

solidify their points of view and have each appoint a spokesman.

This spokesman will be responsible for making the group's initial

presentation. An orderly debate by the two teams should follow.

2. The purpose of this activity is to develup a list of private and

public agencies, industries, associations, and state and federal

agencies that are possible sources of grants.

5 6
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List the following areas of vocational education on the blackboard:

a. agricultural education

b. distributive education

c. office education

d. home economics education

e. health occupations education

f. technical education

g. trades and industrial education

h. public service education

i. criminal justice education

Ask students to select the area that interests them most. Then

divide thP class into groups--each group to represent one of the

areas 1 .

Assign each group the task of developing a list of potential

funding agencies. The list should have four headings: federal

agencies, state agencies, public and private foundations and

agencies, and industry. Encourage students to list as many

potential sponsors under each heading as possible.
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Discussion Questions

A. Accountability often loses its appeal because of the testiflg require-

ment. Why do you think this is the caSe?

(If testing methods are not accurate, it is difficult to place

responsibility for the success or failure of students. Also, most

tests do not accurately assess student interest or emotional growth

and maturity--an important part of the educational process.)

B. If a program is not effective in teaching a skill and does not result

in students achieving the objectives, but it does increase student

interest greatly, can it be justified?

(Probably, if the expense and time spent are not too great. However,

the objectives should be examined carefully to see if they are appro-

priate for the class, and the teaching methods should definitely be

revised so that they are more effective.)

C. Why has job placement tra(tionally been considered a criterion for

evaluating vocational programs when it is not so considered by

educators in general?

(Since vocational education programs are designed to fill an employment

need, vocational education programs have considered placement a part

of the program. General education does not teach students skills that

are applicable to a specific job, so placement is not part of the

program.)

D. Assume that you have determined the cost of your program, as has John

Doe with a similar program in a neighboring high school. Assume also

that the costs for both programs are equal. If a follow-up study of

the graduates of both programs shows that you placed twice as many

graduates in jobs, which program is most cost effective?

(The program that places more graduates is more cost effective even

though the initial costs were equal.)

E. What other criteria might be used to evaluate a program? (Other criteria

might include: time spent, training, intrinsic value of content, etc.)

5 8
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F. Why is it important to consider whether or not students were

overtrained?

(Instruction thaL trains stodent:; to pertorm skills they will not have
an opportunity to use on the job wastes time and money.)

G. Are you familiar with PPBS? If so, how have you been involved with

it? What role might you see yourself playing in PPBS in the future?

H. Should.the community be involved in the PPBS process? At what point?

(Yes. The community can provide information regarding interests and
needs. Parents are very influential in their children's choice of
educational courses, so learning parental preferences helps the schools
provide relevant objectives and courses. Also, local business can
describe their manpower needs, which also helps the school districts
select relevant objectives.)

I. What problems do you see in the PPB system?

(PPBS requires a different budgeting system. School budgets have been
traditionally line item budgets, i.e., instruction, administration,
equipment, etc. Under PPBS, budgeting must be by program; for
instance business education, secretarial practices, etc. Many state
accounting systems are not organized to accommodate PPBS.)

What advantages do you see in the PPB system?

(Once PPBS is established, better information and cost data is
available.)
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PART IV

STUDENT SELF-CHECK

GOAL 10.1

1. Describe the concept of accountability in education. (10.11)

2. Describe the role of the vocational curriculum specialist in an

accountability system. (10.12)

3. List the four necessary components of an accountability system.

(10.13)

GOAL 10.2

4. Briefly describe the following fiscal p'anning and management systems.

Be sure to mention the basic chart%teristics of each plan, and the

advantages of using it. (10.21)

a. Systems analysis

b. Management by objectives

c. PERT

d. PPBS

GOAL 10.3

5. How are federal funds maintained and audited by your state? (10.31)

6. Describe the.two main state criteria for allocating federal finds to

state and local vocational education programs. (10.32)
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7. What percentage of federal funds is allocated to each of the following

programs? (10.33)

% to disadvantaged

% to handicapped

% to postsecondary persons

8. List the instructional areas of vocational education recognized by

your state. (10.34)

GOAL 10.4

9. The State Vocational Education Department has announced that funds are

available for new vocational programs. The funds will be awarded accor-

ding to the value of a program as demonstrated in the proposal that is

submitted for it. Select a vocational subject and complete the following

proposal components. Then, using the text Developing Skills in Proposal

Writing by Mary Hall, complete the following in outline form. (10.41

10.47)

a. Prepare a statement of need.

b. Prepare objectives that describe the outcomes of i:he program.

c. Prepare a description of the topics to be covered.

d. Describe how to prepare a plan for the diffusion of the program.

e. Prepare a description of the required personnel and facilities.

f. Describe how to prepare a plan for evaluating the success of the

program.

g. Describe the three steps for preparing a description of the required

budget.

NOTE: You do not have enough information to complete all of the components

of a proposal. Whenever you do not have the necessary information, feel

free to fabricate facts and information. The purpose of th-'s exercise is

to assess your skill in the process and form of proposal writing, not your

accuracy with facts and figures.
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PART V

APPENDICES

Appendix A:
Possible Study Activity Responses

GOAL 10.1

la. Accountability is a systematic procedure for determining student
learning needs, the effectiveness of the educational process to meet
these needs, and the efficiency of the educational process to meet
these needs.

b. a. A teacher is accountable to the administrators, who expect certain
activities and efforts in the classroom, and to the students and
the parents, who also expect qualified teaching behavior and
efforts in the classroom.

b The administration is accountable to the community and to uhe
teachers to provide an environment in which instruction can be
conducted. The administration is also responsible for maintaining
the necessary records and meeting all state requirements for fund-
ing, safety, and upkeep.

c The student is accountable for the degree to which he takes advan-
tage of the educational setting and applies himself to the learning
process.

d (The particular response to this question depends upon the type of
accountability system that you have chosen to implement in the
classroom.)

2a. The four necessary components of an accountability system are:

a. objectives,
b. criterion-referenced tests,

c. monitoring system to gather aata on the success and failure of

students, and
d. accurate cost data.

b. Behavioral objectives and criterion-referenced tests are essential for

an accountability system because without them, no one knows the aim of

education and, perhaps even worse, no one knows when or if the education

process has been successful.
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GOAL 10.2

1. Systems Anajysis

a. Systems analysis is a planning system that has established objec-
tives. It analyzes costs, effectiveness, and risks associated
with achieving the objectives.

b. Systems analysis is particularly useful when one must analyze
a variety of interrelated events, people, and materials.

Management by_ Objectives

a, Management by objectives (MBO) is a planning system that encour-
ages the active commitment and ps.:rticipation of all levels of an

organization. Objectives are upon by all members of the
organization, and each one is respensible for achieving his part
in the project.

b. This management system is particularly useful when motivation is
a problem.

PERT

a. PERT is a diagrammatic scheduling system that demonstrates the
interdependencies of events and activities. It is particularly

useful for scheduling complex programs.
b. PERT is used to plan a schedule of events during the initial

stages of program development. It is also used to follow the

progress of a program since delays in any particular activity

can signal related delays in the schedule.

PPBS

a. PPBS is a system that organizes all school activities by subject

area programs. The purpose of PPBS is to separate costs into
specific courses or programs so that one can know with certainty

what each program costs.
b. PPBS should be use.: .'hen a detailed accounting of expenses is

required.
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GOAL 10.3

1. (The specific responses to this activity will vary according to the

characteristics of your particular state plan. However, since the

California State Plan for Vocational Education is representative of

many states' plans, answers given here are based on its provisions.)

a. The State Treasurer has custody of federal funds'.

b. c, d

c. b

d. a. Disadvantaged persons receive at least 15%.

b. Handicapped persons receive at least 10%.

c. Postsecondary persons receive at least 15%.

e. a. academically disadvantaged

b. culturally disadvantaged
c. economically disadvantaged

d. socially disadvantaged

f. a. mentally retarded
b. learning disability handicapped

c. seriously emotionally disturbed

d. crippled
e. visually handicapped
f. deaf and blind
g. speech impaired

h. multihandicapped
i. chronically ill

g. a. that programs be physically located in economically depressed

areas
b. projects be for adults on both a full-time and part-time basis

h. a. agricultural education

b. distributive education

c. office education

d. home economics education

e. health occupations education
f. technical education
g. trades and industrial education

h. public service education
i. criminal justice education
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GOAL 10.4

la. a. Statement of the problem: Describe why the problem is signifi-

cant, why there is a need for a solution to the problem, and

what is the value of the effort to be made in the project.

b. Objectives: State the objectives of the project concisely, with

only the major outputs included.
c. Procedures: Describe the procedures to be followed in general

terms.

d. Evaluation: Write a short description of the approach that will

be used.

e. Dissemination: Describe how the project will have an impact

after it is completed.

b. (There is no right or wrong answer to this question. You should,

however, show the following in your statement of need:

a. the importance of the need in the local situation and in relation

to regional or national concerns;
b. the significance of the approach used in the proposed project;

c. the relationship of the need and approach to the interests of the

funding agency.)

2a. a. Operational products: the visible outcomes of the project--such

as training manuals,or curriculum guides
b. Instructional processes: the processes that take place to

produce the operational products
c. Management processes: the means by which management of the

overall project is carried out

b. (There is no right or wrong answer to this question. You should

have written objectives for the three categories: operational pro-

ducts, instructional processes, and management processes. Your

objectives should be concise statements of outcomes with a behavioral

vert conditions, and standards.)

c. a. .Design: This section describes the applicant's design or approach
in general terms and in separate, specific categories.

b. Participant selection: This section of the proposal must identify
the project participants and describe how the participants will be

selected.
c. Participant role: This section of the proposal describes how the

Participants will perform a key role in the program.
d. Timing: This is a realistic time schedule for the project.

Tables, graphs, or charts may be used.

e. Administration: This section of the proposal includes informa-
tion on how the project will be administered, who the key pro-
ject staff are, their roles, how the administration of the pro-
ject relates to other functions of the agency, and the role of
any advisory boards or community councils.

f. Products/outcomes: This section of the proposal describes the
anticipated results of the project in summary format. It once

more states the potential impact of the proposed project.

-56-
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d. (There is no right or wrong answer to this question. For sample

responses to this activity, refer to the sample proposals in the

text, Developilla Skills in Proposal Writing_ by Mary Hall.)

3a. a. Context phase: The purpose of the context phase of evaluation

is to identify constraints that may affect the program. This

phase attempts to answer questions such as: What are the problems

at which this program is directed? What are the priorities? What

are the social and economic characteristics of the population

being served? How valid are the strategies and procedural designs

selected?
b. Program phase: The program phase of evaluation is the basic

analysis of the short-term and long-term success of the program.

The specific steps usually include:

(1) Review of object!ves,

(2) Categorization of objectives,

(3) Selection of measurement instruments,

(4) Analysis of data,

(5) Managing the evaluation process, and

(6) Reporting the evaluation results.

b. (There is no right or wrong answer to this activity. Your answer

should follow the descriptions provided in the text.)

c. a. project newsletter
b. conferences or seminars

c. site visits
d. periodic project reports

e. final reports and materials circulated

f. commercial or professiorol media like journals or newsletters for

articles and reports
g. papers delivered at national conferences

h. audiovisual material presented to groups

i. visits by project staff to other agencies

j. special briefings for Congressmen or other state officials

4a. a. identification of necessary project staff positions

b. job descriptions for key personnel

c. qualifications and selection process for key personnel

d. vitae or resumes for key staff already selected

e. summary of the use of consultants
f. information about any innovative approach in the use or eval-

uation of the staff
g. description of facilities and major equipment needed, outlining

what the agency already has and what it is requesting funds to

purchase, rent, or renovate

h. justification of the facilities and equipment

i. information on any innovative approach being used with the

facilities or equipment

6 8
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b. Step One: Determine the Ground Rules. Learn the regulations set by
the agency and the funding source. This might in,:lude
whether or not to overestimate financial needs and the
approximate range of previous awards.

Step Two: Identify Total Costs of Program. At this point, exact
projections of all program costs should be made. The

budget should be broken down into the specific categories
that make up the phases of the project.

Step Three: Prepare the Final Budget Document. Once the estimates
for the project costs have been identffied, the figures
should be transferred to the budget form required by the
funding agency.

It is important to request copies of the reviewers' comments after
the proposal has been accepted or rejected because the comments can
provide valuable insight into how funding decisions are made. Why

was the proposal rejected? Was the price too high? The statement of

need unconvincing? The evaluation plan inadequate? And if the pro-

posal is accepted, what were the strong points in the proposal that
should be repeated in future proposals? Any comments you can receive
from the funding source will help you in the development of future
proposals.



Appendix B:
Possible Self-Check Responses

GOAL 10.1

1. Des,:ribe the concept of accountability in education. (10.11)

Accountability is a systematic procedure for determining student

learning needs, the effectiveness of the educational process to

meet these needs, and the efficiency of the educational process

to meet these needs.

2. Describe the role of the vocational curriculum specialist in an

accountability system. (10.12)

The voAtional curriculum specialist is the link between the

educational institution and business/industry. He must ensure

that learning objectives describe skills correctly (as verified

by business and industry representatives) and that graduates

of the vocational programs are prepared for the job performance

requirements of business/industry.

3. List the four necessary components of an accountability system. (10.13)

I. objectives

b. criterion-referenced test';

monitoring data

d. cost data



GOAL 10.2

4. Briefly describe the following fiscal planning and management

systems. Be sure to mention the basic characteristics of each

plan, and the advantages of using it. (10.21)

a. Systems analysis: A planning system that already has estab-
lished objectives. It analyzes the costs,
effectiveness, and risks associated with
achieving the objectives. Systems analysis
is particularly useful when one must analyze
a variety of interrelated events, people,
and materials.

b. Management by Objectives: A planning system that encourages
the active commitment and partici-
pation of all level- of an organi-
zation. Objectives are agreed upon
by all members of the organization,
and each one is responsible for
achieving his part in the project.
It is particularly useful when moti-
vation is a problem.

c. PERT: A didgramatic ';cheduling system that demonstrates the
interdependencies of events and activities. It is

particularly useful for scheduling complex programs.

d. PPBS: A system that organizes all school activities by subject
area programs. The purpose of PPBS is to separate costs
into specific cours or programs so that one can know
with certainty the cost of different programs. PPBS
makes more information available so that priorities can
be determined for scarce resources.

GOAL 10.3

(). How aro foderdl funds maintained dnd audited by your state? (10.31)

lhe `,tato Ireasurer has custody of federal funds. Funds ore
dudited every two year; or (I% often as deemed necessary by
the hiroctor of Finance.
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6. Describe the two main state criteria for allocating federal funds to

state and local vocational education programs. (10.32)

a. that programs be located in (..,,:',1omical1y depressed areas

b. that programs be for adul4 ',oth a full-time and part-time

basis

7. What percentage of federal funds is allocated to each of the following

programs? (10.33)

15 % to disadvantaged

10 % to handicapped

10 % to postsecondary persons

8. List the instructional areas of vocational education recognized by

your state. 00.34)

a. agricultural education

b. distributive education

c. office education

d. home economics education

e. health occupations education

f. technical education

q. tradw; and indwArial education

h. public service education

I. criminal Justice education
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GOAL 10.4

9. The State Vocational Education Department has announced that funds

are available for new vocational programs. The funds will be

awarded according to the value of a program as demonstrated in the

proposal that is submitted for it. Select a vocational su5ject you

know.enough about to discuss informally. Then, using the text

Developing Skills in Proposal Writing by Mary Hall, complete the

following in outline form.(10.41-10.47)

a. Prepare a statement of need.

b. Prepare objectives that describe the outcomes of the program.

c. Prepare description of the topics to be covered.

d. Describe how to prepare a plan for the diffusion of the program.

e. Prepare a description of the requi!.ed personnel and facilities.

I. Describe how to prepare a plan for evaluating the success of

the program.

q. Describe the three steps for preparing a description of the

required budget.

NOTE: You do not have enough information to complete all of the

components of a proposal. Whenever you do not have the necessary

information, feel free to fabricate facts and information. The

purpose of this exercise is to assess your skill in the process

6rid form of proposal writing, not your accuracy with facts and

figures.

(There ar( no correct cr incorrect answers for this question.
Analyze the proposal ccmponents using the text Developim
(;kilis in propo Writip.g by Mary Hall as a reference.)
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